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What do you need from
teachers right now?
“Communication. Just a check-in and a small update
would be helpful.”
“Communication! I'd love to better understand what
is actually expected from my child right now.”
“Communication - it has been lacking from my
school. The teachers are posting in different
platforms and leaving me out of emails to my kids
so I have trouble keeping track of everything. It is
very overwhelming for me when there are so many
teachers at the high school level.”

focus on families
3

4
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create a communication schedule

Key questions for families:
•

•

•
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What can they do? [e.g.,
Can they spend time
teaching/supporting? & how
much time do they have?]
What do they want to do?
[e.g., read, review
flashcards, play games]
What do they need? [e.g.,
visuals, “Q & A” time with
teacher]
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plan an ideal day with the family

think “Frozen”

[create schedule for student, if needed]

Be very clear with
families about:
• what is being sent
home & why
• how they can
adapt/support work
that is being sent
home [be specific]
• exactly what they
can LET GO [Note:
For some families,
this will be
EVERYTHING
related to school]

Review regularly: What’s working? What isn’t? What can be revised?
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or provide materials/choice boards so
students can arrange their own schedules:

phone home
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For students with complex support
needs, regular direct contact
(maybe daily) may be necessary:
“It’s not so much what I need, but what my kids
need: face to face time with their beloved and
missed teachers--normalcy in the form of even
a few minutes of virtual chatting with their
teachers. Reassurances and cheering on from
their teachers.”

•

•

•

•
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to provide continuity for
students
to give parents a break
from direct support
to teach directly/gather
data
to provide novelty/joy
in student’s day
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Create a ritual in your
call. For example:
•

•

•

•
•

If regular calls will work for your
student, get the whole team involved:

check in (e.g., How are you?;
What’s new)
brain break/movement
read aloud/mini-lesson (e.g, show
& tell)
student led share (if possible)
good news/gratitude/meditation
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•
•
•
•
•

•
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make something

Provide materials to:
•

•

•

•
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co-teachers
paraprofessionals
therapists
social workers
counselors
special area
teachers,
if appropriate

teach new
schedule/routine
help families support
goals/learning
support & translate
general
education/inclusive work
create new
activities & possibilities for
students and their families
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literacy supports

all photos from:
Kluth & Danaher (2013) From Text Maps to Memory Caps.
Kluth & Danaher (2017) From Tutor Scripts to Talking Sticks .
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checklists
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games

choice boards
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schedules/
calendars
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communication tools
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social supports

Thomas the Tank Engine

Thomas the Tank Engine loves being a helpful and nice engine but sometimes it is difficult
for him to be nice to everyone. At the end of a long day of running the tracks, he is often
tired and it is difficult for him to be nice to his friends. But Thomas has learned it is
important to smile at his friends and say nice things to everyone even when he is tired. He
has learned that if he can’t say something nice, it is better to smile and say nothing at all.
Thomas stops and thinks before he says anything.
Just like Thomas, it is important for kindergartners to think before they talk.
Reference: Gagnon, E. (2001). Power cards: Using special interests to motivate children and
youth with Asperger Syndrome and autism. Autism Asperger Publishing Co: Shawnee
Mission, Kansas.
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partner with paras

direct services
•

•

•
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read alouds
daily rituals
[e.g., calendar,
songs]
mini lessons
[designed by
teachers]
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cut, paste & print
•

•

professional development

create
adaptations for
general
education
[designed by
teachers]
create
adaptations for
e-learning/home
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•
•

•
•

videos
webinars [e.g.,
EdWeb]
websites
online book
club [create
on Facebook
or Instagram]
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www.broadreachtraining.com/index-videos

https://home.edweb.net/

http://amy-laurent.com/
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bring the IEP home*

YouTube channels: Inclusive Education

*and
standardsbased
instruction
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create connections

focus on experiences

• Help families connect goals to daily life at
home.
• Start with their current routines and
experiences.
Add new ideas/suggestions for routines
and experiences if they are interested.

•

•

count with 1:1 correspondence
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In addition to/instead of
focusing on student
performance, give parents ideas
for providing experiences or
opportunities for learning.
Teachers can focus on goals
such as: “After hearing a
passage, Tim will demonstrate
comprehension by ___”,
families can focus on daily
activities that support that goal
such as reading 2 chapter books
as a family during this period of
time.
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Women’s Studies Unit:
Assess the response of individuals, groups, and the government to
societal challenges to understand how systems change and evolve over
time.

go big: try weekly vs. daily work

tic-tac-toe
boards
• Provide
choices.
• Connect
students to
standards.
• Boards can
serve as a
substitute for
adapting daily
work.
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Teachers can:
• help to connect
goals/objectives
• link to general education
standards/assignments

innovation day
• It’s a perfect time to dive deep with students.
• Projects are the ultimate in UDL.
• Many goals can be integrated into projects.

examples:
• massive mural
• make a huge Rube Goldberg machine
• big photo essay of “shelter in place”
• LEGO sculpture using all blocks
• making a series of videos (e.g., dances)
• write a review of every episode of a favorite cartoon
• learn to draw a bird
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focus on
fascinations

“Just Give Him the Whale”
What does Pedro’s story mean for our work?

https://www.steveasbell.com/
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language arts
• writing
• storytelling
physical development
• building
• fine motor skills
• development of
coordination
math
• patterns
• counting
• sets/subsets

YouTube: Using Fascinations [Off the Page]

art
• exploration
• textures
• shapes/colors
social skills/relationships
• collaboration
• emotions
• problemsolving

communication skills
• inspire conversations about turn
taking, choices, structures, etc.
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encourage play
• Help families
connect learning
goals to games
they may have (or
provide some, if
possible).
• Find out what your
families are already
doing in play/family
time & connect
goals to those
activities.
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Want to learn more about inclusion,
collaboration & UDL? Visit me on
social media or on
my website:
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www.paulakluth.com

YouTube: Off the Page

tips you can view, post & share
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